Usa Shrine
Tel: 0978-37-0001
Usa Shrine is the head shrine of approximately 40,000 Hachiman shrines in Japan. With the shrine compounds, there are numerous attractions awaiting visitors such as the Main Shrine, a National Treasure, a historical rotemburi bridge, and a Japanese garden.

Usa Fudoki-no-Oka
Tel: 0978-37-2100
Approximately 800 items of historical material are exhibited here. The Usa Fudoki-no-Oka hill is dotted with many ancient tombs including Akatsuka Ancient Tomb – the oldest ancient tomb in Kyushu, as well as five other ancient tombs.

The big wooden image of Buddha reputed to be carved by Gyoki Priest in just one night has been designated a National Important Cultural Asset.

Stone Bridges that Reflect the Passion of Great Craftsmen
No less than 75 stone bridges built from the end of the Edo period to the Showa period still stand here. There are numerous attractions awaiting visitors such as the Main Shrine, a National Treasure, a historical rotemburi bridge, and a Japanese garden.

Kote-e Wall Murals Expressing the Wishes of People
"Kote-e" refers to wall murals of plaster painted on the walls of warehouses or private houses in the latter half of the Edo period. More than 80 wall murals can be found in Ajimu town.

Kyushu’s Natural History Museum
Tel: 0978-33-1336
Open in June 2013, it is a place to seeing all the products of the earth and the sky of Kyushu. Visitors can see and include the exhibits of the Second World War, and the use made of Mt. Usu Air, which was also used for the filming of the movie "The Sound of the Sea".

Events
January 1: Usa Tenjin Festival
January 10: Takasugi Kannon Sanjo Festival
Late March: Usa Festa
April 29: 16th Usa Tenjin Marathon
May 3: National University Sumo Championship Tournament in Usa
June 26: Usa Rice Planting Festival
End of June: Rasil to the Country of Waterfall (Ajinomoto Fun Day)
July 1: Usa Nagoshi Festival
July 31: Usa Christmas Festival
August: Usa Tanabata Festival
August 15: Usa Saint Rosa Festival
December 31: Usa Shrine New Year’s Eve Festival

Access to Usa City
JR Line
To: Oita – 6hrs 40min
To: Fukuoka – 3hrs 30min
To: Tokyo – 9hrs 35min

Access to Usa City
Car
To: Oita – 6hrs 40min
To: Fukuoka – 3hrs 30min
To: Tokyo – 9hrs 35min

Vehicle Ferry
Osaka
13hrs 30min

Matsuyama
3hrs 25min

Yokohama
2hrs 40min

Airplane
Osaka
1hr 50min

Matsuyama
1hr 30min

Yokohama
1hr 20min

Miyazaki
1hr 50min

Ferry

Take a tour of the winery where local Ajimu grapes are used to make wine. Wine-tasting is available at the shop on the premises.

Festival
Takimien Guest House
Usa City, Japan
Tel: 0978-32-2205

Riverside Hotel Usa
Usa City, Japan
Tel: 0978-37-0148

Koshita Inn
Usa City, Japan
Tel: 0978-37-32-0442

Agri-Food Products and Local Products
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